In a pilot test of the Prime Solutions Level I counselor training, 25 counselors answered questionnaires about the experience. We collected this information at the end of the training, which occurred in the Southeast May 31 – June 1, 2013.

Overall, the majority of the attendees (88% or more, depending on the question) reported being pleased with their Prime Solutions Level I training experience and — after this introduction to Prime Solutions — had positive impressions of the program itself. Additionally, 96% of attendees found the training either “Interesting” or “Totally interesting.”
The Prime Solutions program ...

The training was the right length of time
The training contained the right amount of skill practice
I would recommend Prime Solutions to a colleague

Concerning the training and Prime Solutions in general

Feels respectful of participants: 100%
Encourages clients to make own choices about change: 100%
Helps counselor understand client situations: 88%
Allows counselor to change topics to match group needs: 100%
Will be effective with clients: 92%